Summer Orientations and Classes

MD Anderson departments or groups can schedule general orientations to library resources and services or request special classes on searching the literature, database searching, EndNote, or systematic reviews.

Submit a request

Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage eBook Collection

In celebration of Asian American and Pacific Islander (AAPI) Heritage Month, the library has curated eBooks and audiobooks that examine the complexities and richness of AAPI identity and culture.

Read eBooks
BrowZine Bookshelf

Use BrowZine to create a mobile bookshelf for your favorite journals. Download the mobile app. Once installed, you can use your MD Anderson MyID to access subscribed and open access publications and create your own bookshelf.

Click here to watch a short tutorial.

Download BrowZine

New Journal: NEJM Evidence

NEJM Evidence, a new monthly digital journal from NEJM Group, presents innovative original research and fresh, bold ideas regarding clinical trial design and clinical decision-making.

Click the button below to gain access through the library’s subscription.

Access NEJM journal

Research Medical Library NewsBytes
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